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Neural Summarization is a Hot Topic!
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Grand total of 104 papers in ACL 
conferences since 2016!
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CNN and DailyMail Datasets

Large-scale datasets (92K and 220K documents)

Both articles and summaries are written by human (journalists)

News highlight generation is a natural summarization task 
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CNN and DailyMail Datasets

Encourage models to be extractive

Large-scale datasets (92K and 220K documents)

Both articles and summaries are written by human (journalists)

News highlight generation is a natural summarization task 

Extractive methods outperform abstractive ones on these datasets 
(Narayan et al. 2018, Zhang et al. 2018)

Difficult to do better than LEAD baseline
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Article: Queen Victoria spent her holidays in Osborne House on the Isle of Wight. … 

She would travel to Portsmouth by train and then by ferry to Ryde. From Ryde there was a 
railway line that passed not far from Osborne House but the nearest station was at 
Wootton, more than two miles from the property. So, in 1875, a station was built at 
Whippingham, the closest point on the line to Osborne House – just to serve the Royal 
residence. … The building is now a five-bedroom family home, currently on the market for 
£625,000, while the track has become a cycle path. … 

Human-written Summary (Story highlights)
● Queen Victoria's holiday residence was Osborne House on the Isle of Wight
● But her journeys there involved train and ferry ride and then another train ride to a 

station more than two miles from the property
● In 1875, a station was built at Whippingham just to serve Royal residence 
● Building is now a five-bedroom home, currently on the market for £625,000 

Human-written Summaries are Extractive!
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Generated Summary (Pointer-Generator, See et al. 2017)
● Queen Victoria spent her holidays in Osborne House on the Isle of Wight. 
● She would travel to Portsmouth by train and then by ferry to ryde. 
● Building is now a five-bedroom family home, currently on the market for £625,000. 

Article: Queen Victoria spent her holidays in Osborne House on the Isle of Wight. … 

She would travel to Portsmouth by train and then by ferry to Ryde. From Ryde there was a 
railway line that passed not far from Osborne House but the nearest station was at 
Wootton, more than two miles from the property. So, in 1875, a station was built at 
Whippingham, the closest point on the line to Osborne House – just to serve the Royal 
residence. … The building is now a five-bedroom family home, currently on the market for 
£625,000, while the track has become a cycle path. … 

Abstractive Summaries are Often Extractive!



Our Contributions
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❏ A New Dataset 
❏ Suitable for Abstractive Summarization

❏ A New Topic-Aware Convolutional Model
❏ Suitable for Contextual Understanding and Abstraction
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One Line 
Introduction

Story Body
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Extreme 
Summarization

The XSum Dataset



XSum Dataset Size
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Our 
Dataset



Percentage of Novel N-grams in Gold Summaries
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Topic-Aware 
Convolutional Seq-to-Seq 

Model for Abstractive 
Summarization
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Multi-layer Convolution 
Hierarchical Representation 

➢ Models document with stacked 
convolutional layers, rather than as a 
chain structure

➢ Efficient fully convolutional structure

[Gehring et al, 2017]
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Multi-layer Convolution 
Hierarchical Representation 

➢ Models document with stacked 
convolutional layers, rather than as a 
chain structure

➢ Efficient fully convolutional structure

[Gehring et al, 2017]

w1   w2   w3   w4   w5

4

2
Better at modeling 

long-range 
dependencies through 

shorter paths
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Multi-layer Convolution 
Hierarchical Representation 

➢ Models document with stacked 
convolutional layers, rather than as a 
chain structure

➢ Efficient fully convolutional structure

➢ Multi-hop Attention between Encoder 
and Decoder

[Gehring et al, 2017]
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Topic-Sensitive Embeddings 

➢ Encoder Embeddings
○ Word embedding
○ Position embedding
○ Word topic distribution
○ Document topic distribution
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Topic-Sensitive Embeddings 

➢ Encoder Embeddings
○ Word embedding
○ Position embedding
○ Word topic distribution
○ Document topic distribution

Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (Blei et al. 2003) for word and 

document topic distributions
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Topic-Sensitive Embeddings 

Helps to identify 
pertinent content

➢ Encoder Embeddings
○ Word embedding
○ Position embedding
○ Word topic distribution
○ Document topic distribution
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➢ Decoder Embeddings
○ Word embedding
○ Position embedding
○ Document topic distribution

Topic-Sensitive Embeddings 
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Topic-Sensitive Embeddings 

Generates summaries 
in the theme of the 

document
➢ Decoder Embeddings

○ Word embedding
○ Position embedding
○ Document topic distribution
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Topic-Sensitive Embeddings 

Identify pertinent 
content and generate 
summary in the same 

theme



Topic-Aware Convolutional 
Seq-to-Seq Model 
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Multi-layer Convolution 
Hierarchical Representation

Topic-Sensitive Embeddings 

Multi-hop Attention between Encoder and 
Decoder



Topic Information Captures Document Theme in 
Generated Summaries

GOLD



Topic Information Captures Document Theme in 
Generated Summaries
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GOLD

Without topic information

Pointer
Generator

Convolutional



Topic Information Captures Document Theme in 
Generated Summaries
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GOLD

Without topic information

Pointer
Generator

Convolutional

Our Model

Topic
Convolutional



Abstractiveness: Novel N-Grams
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Abstractiveness: Novel N-Grams
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But are those  
summaries informative?



Informativeness: Automatic Evaluation with ROUGE
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Informativeness: 

QA-based Human 
Evaluation
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ROUGE is not a 
reliable metric for 
Informativeness!



Informativeness: 

QA-based Human 
Evaluation
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Question Set

1. Who died in the accident?
a. A man and a child

2.  Where did the accident 
happen?
a. A beach in Portugal

3. What caused an accident?
a. Landing of a light 

aircraft

Document is not Shown.



Informativeness: QA-based Human Evaluation
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Setup

➢ Selected 50 Documents with 
100 Questions

➢ AMTurk: 5 annotations per 
summary-question pair.



Informativeness: QA-based Human Evaluation
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Setup

➢ Selected 50 Documents with 
100 Questions

➢ AMTurk: 5 annotations per 
summary-question pair.



Conclusions

➢ Introduced “extreme summarization” together with a large-scale 
dataset to push the boundaries of abstractive methods

➢ Proposed a model with high-level document knowledge to recognize 
pertinent content and generate informative summaries

➢ Proposed a QA-based human evaluation to access informativeness
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Thank you!
Our code and dataset are available here: 
https://github.com/shashiongithub/XSum
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LDA: Topics Learned
➢ (charge, court, murder, police, arrest, guilty, sentence, boy, bail, space, 

crown, trial)
➢ (church, abuse, bishop, child, catholic, gay, pope, school, christian, 

priest, cardinal)
➢ (council, people, government, local, housing, home, house, property, 

city, plan, authority)
➢ (clinton, party, trump, climate, poll, vote, plaid, election, debate, change, 

candidate, campaign)
➢ (country, growth, report, business, export, fall, bank, security, economy, 

rise, global, inflation)
➢ (hospital, patient, trust, nhs, people, care, health, service, staff, report, 

review, system, child) 37
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Ablation Rouge Results on the XSum: Test Set


